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ABSTRACT: Three-dimensional atomic-level models of polymers are the starting points
for physics-based simulation studies. A capability to generate reasonable initial structural
models is highly desired for this purpose. We have developed a python toolkit, namely,
polymer structure predictor (PSP), to generate a hierarchy of polymer models, ranging from
oligomers to infinite chains to crystals to amorphous models, using a simplified molecular-
input line-entry system (SMILES) string of the polymer repeat unit as the primary input.
This toolkit allows users to tune several parameters to manage the quality and scale of
models and computational cost. The output structures and accompanying force field
(GAFF2/OPLS-AA) parameter files can be used for downstream ab initio and molecular
dynamics simulations. The PSP package includes a Colab notebook where users can go
through several examples, building their own models, visualizing them, and downloading
them for later use. The PSP toolkit, being a first of its kind, will facilitate automation in
polymer property prediction and design.

1. MOTIVATION AND SIGNIFICANCE

During the last decades, physics-based simulation methods
have risen in prominence in polymer science and engineer-
ing.1−5 Ranging from electronic-structure-based computations
that involve atomic-scale details to coarse-grained molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations where mesoscopic-scale dynam-
ical processes may be probed, these methods need atomic-level
polymer models as a required input. This very first step is a
major bottleneck in polymer simulations. On the one hand,
polymers are largely amorphous, and suitable structural models
to start a simulation are generally not available. On the other
hand, even if we assume that simple linear polymers, e.g.,
polyethylene (PE) and polyvinyl chloride (PVC), can be
modeled as crystals, predicting their crystal structures and
chain-level conformations are much more challenging than in
hard materials.6

In practice, polymer models must be handcrafted with a
great deal of human intervention and intuition. For example,
starting from the atomic connectivity information on a
polymer, the atomic structure of its repeating unit may be
constructed using cheminformatics software such as RDKit7

and Open Babel.8 Next, other toolkits like STK
9 are needed to

simply (and perhaps also randomly) replicate the atomic
structure of a polymer repeating unit in order to create (finite)
polymer chains, i.e., oligomers. Large three-dimensional (3D)
models of this polymer can then be created by randomly
placing a number of these chains in a simulation box,
reproducing the desired density.10−12 In addition, a system-
specific force field (FF) parameter file, which includes
information about atom types, bond connectivity, masses,

and so on, is also required for MD simulations. Creating such a
file for large models is nontrivial. There are a few existing
toolkits for this purpose,13,14 but their capabilities are limited
to a single chain or necessitate a configuration file, preventing
true automation. Notably, the polymer builder module of
CHARMM-GUI15,16 allows generating models for finite
polymer chains, solutions, and melt systems with necessary
topology, force field parameters, and input files for downstream
MD simulations. However, its capabilities are restricted to a
specific set of monomers, end-cap groups, and solvents,
limiting its application to a specific chemical space. Apart
from this, these large models cannot be utilized to calculate
their electronic structures using high-level ab initio methods,
which requires much smaller and more precise atomic models.
Presently, there is no practical tool that can accept the atomic
connectivity information on the repeating unit, usually
encoded in terms of a simplified molecular-input line-entry
system (SMILES),17 to create user-controlled small- or large-
scale polymer models for any desired systems that are suitable
for multiple computational objectives and schemes.
In this paper, we release the first version of Polymer

Structure Predictor (PSP), an open-source python-based toolkit
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for predicting a hierarchy of increasingly sophisticated polymer
models, e.g., repeating units, finite oligomers, infinite chains,
crystals, and amorphous structures. Starting from a polymer
repeating unit SMILES, the atomic structure of its repeating
unit is predicted and repeated to create on-demand (finite)
oligomers. In addition, periodic boundary conditions are also
imposed on the repeating unit structure, creating an inf inite
polymer chain model. It should be noted that PSP only creates a
unit cell of a chain model, and supercell structures can be
constructed using external packages such as VESTA.18 Next,
polymer crystals are created by assembling oligomers or
infinite chains in a low-energy (thermodynamically stable)
pattern.6 At the top level of the hierarchy, amorphous
structures with a desired density are generated by creating
individual linear and loop oligomers and packing them in a
specified box using the PACKMOL package.11

To ensure the reliability of polymer models, they were
compared with known structures, and various properties of
polymers, such as bandgap, i.e., the energy difference between
the top of the valence band and the bottom of the conduction
band, ring-opening polymerization enthalpy, and glass
transition temperature, were computed using ab initio and
MD simulations and verified against reported experimental
data. Also, the computational time required for the model
generation was benchmarked using a sufficiently large polymer
SMILES data set. This version of PSP has been used in a
recently developed polymer version19 of computational
autonomy for materials discovery (CAMD),20 an artificial-
intelligence-based platform for discovering polymers with
targeted performance.
The main objective of PSP is to provide a practical, complete,

and integrated toolkit for creating a pool of (candidates of)
polymer models in an automatic, high-throughput, and
efficient manner, minimizing human bias and intervention in
the process. Notably, the universal force field (UFF)21 is a
widely applicable classical force field in which parameters are
estimated using simple rules based on the element, hybrid-
ization, and connectivity, capable of reproducing the majority
of structural features across the periodic table. For this reason,
PSP uses the UFF and optimization algorithms implemented in
RDKit7 for the preliminary geometry optimizations of the
models, leaving any heavy calculations, e.g., those at the first-
principles level, for users in an on-demand fashion. PSP-
generated polymer structures can be utilized for performing ab
initio quantum mechanical computations using several available

packages such as VASP,22 ORCA,23 GAMESS,24 etc.
LAMMPS25 data files, including force fields such as the
optimized potentials for liquid simulation-all atom (OPLS-
AA)26 and the general AMBER force field (GAFF2),27 are also
generated that can be directly used for MD simulations. It is
worth noting that PSP has already been used to generate
databases for a variety of polymer properties that contribute to
the Polymer Genome28 (www.polymergenome.org) and
Khazana (https://khazana.gatech.edu). For pedagogical pur-
poses, a Colab notebook is created, providing users a complete
set of installation instructions and practical examples. It should
be noted that this version of PSP is only applicable to
homopolymers. In the future, it will be further developed to
include a wide variety of copolymers, polymer networks, and
ladder polymers. Given that PSP is the first of its kind, we
believe that this toolkit will be useful for the polymer scientist
community.

2. PROBLEMS, SOLUTIONS, AND REMAINING
CHALLENGES

The PSP package, whose overall workflow is given in Figure 1,
was designed to create a hierarchy of polymer models from
SMILES strings of the repeating unit (see Table 1). It is worth

noting that, for ring monomers, we must open the ring and
provide a linear SMILES string. Finite and infinite polymer
chain models are generated from a given SMILES string by the
MoleculeBuilder and ChainBuilder modules. In
the next step, candidates for polymer crystal and amorphous
structures are created by the CrystalBuilder and
AmorphousBuilder modules, respectively. These candi-
dates can then be used for further ab initio or MD simulations
to compute various structural, electronic, and mechanical
properties of small molecules and polymers. Technical details
of these modules are described in the next sections.

Figure 1. An overview of the PSP workflow. Starting from a polymer SMILES, MoleculeBuilder and ChainBuilder construct oligomers/
polymer chains and then CrystalBuilder and AmorphousBuilder build candidates of crystal and amorphous models, respectively. The
red rectangle and box are the unit cells that will be repeated due to the imposed periodicity. In polymer SMILES, asterisks ([*]) are used to
indicate the linking atoms, through which adjacent repeating units are combined covalently. More details on polymer SMILES can be found at
www.polymergenome.org.

Table 1. PSP Modules and Their Applications

module polymer models

MoleculeBuilder monomer, linear and loop oligomers
ChainBuilder infinite polymer chain and oligomers
CrystalBuilder crystal structures for small molecules and

polymer chains
AmorphousBuilder amorphous structures
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2.1. Finite Polymer Chain Prediction. Finite polymer
chain models are constructed from a polymer SMILES string in
which two linking atoms are indicated with asterisks ([*]). The
workflow depicted in Scheme 1 is implemented in the

MoleculeBuilder module of PSP. First, SMILES strings
of the desired oligomers are generated by joining SMILES of
the repeating unit. If a loop model is desired, the two end
linking atoms are connected; otherwise, dummy atoms ([*])
are replaced with hydrogen atoms or end-cap groups. Finally,
hydrogen atoms are added, and Cartesian coordinates of
linear/loop models are generated, followed by conformation
search and geometry minimization using UFF as implemented
in RDKit.7 Due to the limitation of the conformation search
method and force field, structures generated by RDKit are
sometimes adequately organized but lack essential intrachain
non-covalent interaction. To mitigate this issue, PSP optionally
performs a quick MD simulation at a constant number of
particles, volume, and temperature (NVT) for 15 ps with a
time step of 0.5 fs, followed by geometry optimization using
the GAFF2. This simulation is carried out with the
PySIMM29,30 and LAMMPS25 packages. 3D models for
multiple conformers of linear or circular oligomers are the
output of PSP.
2.2. Infinite Polymer Chain Prediction. Oligomer and

polymer chain structures are constructed from the repeating
unit predicted from SMILES. Such a polymer building block
should be thermodynamically preferable while being suitable
for imposing a periodic condition. The workflow depicted in
Scheme 2 was designed for meeting these requirements. In the
first step, the asterisks [*] are replaced with real (dummy)
atoms, i.e., Cl or O when a single or a double bond,
respectively, which is needed for linking the blocks. Then, the
3D structure of this “molecule” is generated using RDKit
package.7 Next, this molecule is optimized by rotating the
rotatable (single) bonds for minimizing the energy computed
from UFF21 while, at the same time, maximizing α, the angle
between two vectors originated from two sets of the dummy
and linking atoms (see the inset of Scheme 2). This
optimization step is motivated by the observation that single
bonds can be rotated quite easily, i.e., by overcoming relatively
low energy barriers, for exposing the sinusoidal-like energy
profile of organic molecules with comparable minima.31−34

Simulated annealing (SA)35 is a stochastic global search
optimization algorithm that is particularly useful when there

are a large number of local minima, as there are in this case.
For this purpose, we used the SA method to optimize the
following objective function

E E E E1 2 3= + + (1)

Here, E1 = EUFF is the energy of the molecule obtained using
UFF,21 while E E (1 /180)2 UFF α= − is a penalty term that
drives α toward 180°. The last term, i.e., E3, was defined to be
zero if the atomic connectivity is correct and 10 × EUFF
otherwise, in order to prescribe a high cost for any violation of
the connectivity and ensure the correctness of the chemical
structure. If this procedure fails to get the desired conformer, a
flexible dimer (non-periodic) is built from the original
repeating unit and considered as a new molecule, and then
all of the previous steps are repeated. The idea is that
dimerization could provide more flexibility to the backbone of
the molecule by increasing the number of single bonds while
preserving the desired atomic connectivity. The obtained
molecule is further optimized using the steepest descent
method, keeping the positions of the dummy and linking
atoms fixed.
Since PSP rotates single bonds randomly, focusing on

maximizing α, sometimes it leads to a twisted polymer
(often helical) backbone. Although the geometry of an isolated
polymer chain may not resemble its conformation in a bulk
structure,6 we want to avoid helical geometries because it may
lead to additional intrachain van der Waals interactions.

Scheme 1. Schematic Workflow of the
MoleculeBuilder (MB) Module

Scheme 2. Schematic Workflow of the ChainBuilder
(ChB)a Module

aThe angle (α) between two vectors originated from two sets of the
dummy and linking atoms is shown (in red box), which is a crucial
factor in simulated annealing.
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Therefore, PSP attempts to make the backbone of a monomer
straight by gradually moving two sets of the dummy and
linking atoms toward opposite directions on the z-axis (0.5 Å
move at each step), simultaneously optimizing the geometry
with applied constraints on the dummy and linking atoms. We
repeat this step until there is a sudden bump in energy (set by
the end-user), which is related to the sum of the dissociation
energy of the backbone of a building block. We noticed that
50−150 kJ/mol energy change at a step occurs when the total
energy of a molecule increases nearly 3−12% of the bond
dissociation energy of all bonds in the backbone chain, which
is sufficient for straightening a twisted molecule.
Finally, after being validated against the input SMILES

string, the dummy atoms are removed, and the molecule is
placed in a unit cell that is periodical along the axis connecting
the dummy atoms (chosen to be the z-axis). Oligomers of
length n are also generated by placing n molecules (with
dummy atoms removed) along the z-axis, and the two end
linking atoms are saturated with hydrogens. In contrast to
MoleculeBuilder, repeating units in oligomer models
generated using ChainBuilder are well organized in the z-
direction. It is worth pointing out that, if there is a double
bond between the linking and dummy atoms, oligomers are
not generated, as hydrogens cannot be considered to satisfy the
valency of linking atoms. In such a scenario, if there is a single
bond in the polymer chain backbone, the user is encouraged to
rewrite the SMILES so that a single bond connects the
connecting and dummy atoms. In order for the oligomer/
polymer chain to be isolated in further calculations using
plane-wave codes like VASP,36,37 the unit cell sizes along the
periodic directions are selected so that the chain or oligomer is
≃12 Å apart from its periodic images. These oligomers/
polymer chains are the output of PSP.
2.3. Small Molecule and Polymer Crystal Predictions.

Crystal structures of small molecules or polymers may be
predicted from an individual molecule or infinite chain using a
simple but highly scalable procedure.6 As described in Scheme
3, a copy of the oligomer/polymer chain, aligned along the z-
direction, is placed far from the original chain, rotated by a
given angle around itself, rotated by another angle around the
original chain, translated along the z-direction by a given

distance, and rigidly moved toward the original chain so that
the distance between any two atoms is roughly but no less than
2 Å. This distance cutoff is large enough for not making
unnecessary interchain bonds but small enough for further
calculations to be effective. By specifying the number of
samples for each rotating angle and translating distance, i.e., 3
degrees of freedom, a number of candidate crystal structures
are obtained. In order to explore different crystal structures for
small molecules, in addition to these movements, rotations of
both chains around their x-, y-, and z-axes are considered,
allowing for 8 degrees of freedom. These candidate structures
are either provided as output or optionally optimized with
UFF, and low-energy structures are chosen as the output of the
package. As demonstrated in ref 6, by further optimizing these
structures at the first-principles level of calculations, the
ground-state structure of numerous linear polymers can be
obtained.

2.4. Polymer Amorphous Structure Prediction. In
order to provide a reasonable initial amorphous model for MD
simulations, the workflow shown in Scheme 4 is implemented

in the AmorphousBuilder module of PSP which requires
SMILES strings and the density or size of a simulation box as
inputs. At first, 3D models of oligomers are generated from
SMILES using the MoleculeBuilder. Then, if the size of
the simulation box is not provided, the volume of the box is
estimated from the total molar mass of all molecules and the
density (in units of g/cm3) defined by the end-user. Based on
the requirement of the shape of the box (i.e., cubic or
rectangular), the lengths of the three axes are determined. In
the next step, considering individual oligomers/molecules as
rigid entities, they are translated and rotated randomly with a
goal to minimize an objective function implemented in the
PACKMOL package11 that ensures all species are inside the
simulation box with a user-defined intermolecular distance.
The Cartesian coordinates of the system are extracted from the
PACKMOL output, and an input file for LAMMPS is
generated. If demanded by the user, an OPLS-AA parameter
file is generated by producing parameters of individual
molecules using LigParGen14,38,39 and then appending them
systematically for the entire model. It is worth noting that the
LigParGen toolkit generates OPLS-AA parameters for neutral/
charged organic molecules based on the CM1A40 charge
model. The generation of an OPLS-AA parameter file is
limited to molecules with a maximum of 200 atoms, as
LigParGen is incapable of handling larger compounds. Similar

Scheme 3. Schematic Workflow of the CrystalBuilder
(CrB) Module

Scheme 4. Schematic Workflow of the
AmorphousBuilder (AB) Module
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to OPLS-AA, GAFF2 parameters for the system are also
generated using PySIMM29,30 or Antechamber.41,42

3. SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION
3.1. General Information. Polymer structure predictor PSP

is a portable python toolkit for building atomic models of
polymers from their SMILES strings. This open-source
package is distributed under the MIT license and can be
obtained from GitHub at https://github.com/Ramprasad-
Group/PSP. To use this package, working installations of
RDKit (v2020.03.3),7 Open Babel (v3.1.1),8 PACKMOL,11

Numpy,43 and Pandas44 are needed. It is also necessary to have
PySIMM,29,30 LigParGen,14,38,39 AmberTools21,45 and
LAMMPS25 installed in order to use all of the functionalities
of PSP. Unless otherwise specified, the default parameters
recommended by these packages were used for molecular
representation, energy calculation, geometry optimization, MD
simulation, and some other purposes. All of the PSP modules,
detailed documentation, and test examples can be accessed in
psp, documentation, and examples directories, respectively. A
setup script (setup.py) is provided for easy installation of the
package, by simply running one command from a terminal
using python setup.py install.
To make PSP more user-friendly, we created a Colab

notebook that installs PSP and dependencies and provides
several examples. By modifying input SMILES and parameters,
users can build desired polymer models and download them
for downstream ab initio or MD simulations. This notebook is
distributed as a part of the PSP package.
Follow the steps below to install PSP and its dependencies on

a local server:

(1) Install Anaconda/Miniconda and then install the
following packages with conda

• RDKit (v2020.03.3). For more details, see
https://anaconda.org/rdkit/rdkit.

• Open Babel (v3.1.1). For more details, see
https://anaconda.org/conda-forge/openbabel.

• AmberTools21. For more details, see https://
anaconda.org/conda-forge/ambertools. Make sure
to include the path for ANTECHAMBER
executable as an environment variable “ANTE-
CHAMBER_EXEC” in .bashrc file.

(2) Install PySIMM and LAMMPS and set PATHs as
described at https://github.com/polysimtools/pysimm.

(3) Install PACKMOL and make sure to include the path for
its executable as an environment variable “PACKMO-
L_EXEC” in .bashrc file.

(4) Install LigParGen dependencies: Obtain a copy of the
BOSS46,47 executable and set $BOSSdir variable in bash.
For more information, see http://zarbi.chem.yale.edu/
ligpargen and http://zarbi.chem.yale.edu/software.html.
To make LigParGen compatible with PSP, we updated it
to include the following features: (1) the ability to store
output files in a user-defined directory and (2)
compatibility with the recent versions of Open Babel
(v3.1.1), NetworkX (v2.5), and pandas (v1.2.4). Note
that NetworkX is not yet installed; this must be done
prior to using PSP. The modified LigParGen code is
redistributed as part of the PSP package.

3.2. Software Architecture. The main PSP library is
composed of four classes, i.e., MoleculeBuilder,
ChainBuilder, CrystalBuilder, and Amor-

phousBuilder (see Figure 1). As the names suggest,
MoleculeBuilder and ChainBuilder take care of
finite and infinite polymer chain construction, respectively.
CrystalBuilder builds crystal models from oligomer/
polymer chains, and AmorphousBuilder generates
amorphous models from SMILES string and density or size
of the simulation box. When PSP is installed, these modules can
be imported and called in a simple manner. More details can
be found in the next sections of this paper.

3.3. Software Functionalities. Polymer structure pre-
dictor PSP accepts SMILES as the input, returning oligomers,
polymer chains, polymer crystals, and amorphous structures for
further optimizations or MD simulations. The package allows
us to set some parameters for keeping a balance between the
computational cost and (possibly) the quality of polymer
models. All output geometries are verified to ensure their
correctness with respect to intramolecular and intermolecular
connectivity. Output geometries for oligomers are provided in
XYZ, PDB, and VASP POSCAR formats, while infinite polymer
chains and crystals are exported in VASP POSCAR format.
Amorphous models are exported as POSCAR and LAMMPS
input formats. These outputs can then easily be converted to
any other formats required by end users.

4. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES, VALIDATION, AND
PERFORMANCE TEST

PSP provides preset parameters for novice users to quickly get
polymer models by merely providing a polymer SMILES
string. This section provides four tutorials for creating diverse
polymer models, which are intended to give end-users
systematic guidance for using PSP. Generated models were
validated by comparing with experimentally known structures.
The performance of this package was extensively tested using a
Relion XE2112 server equipped with Intel Xeon SKL
processors running the Ubuntu operating system.

4.1. Finite Polymer Chains. Description. Linear or loop
chain models are required for physics-based simulations and
the construction of amorphous structures. However, creating
these 3D structures by hand is difficult and time-consuming.
This tutorial will demonstrate how to effortlessly construct
models for molecules and linear/loop oligomers using the
MoleculeBuilder module.

Solution. Lets build models for 2-methoxypyridine-1,4-
dimer (M1), acetonitrile oxide octamer (O1), and t-butyl(2-
b e n z y l o x y c a r b o n y l ) c y c l o p e n t y l - p e n t a k i s ( 2 -
carbamoylcyclopentyl)carbamate (O2). As depicted in Figure
2a, SMILES strings required for building these models are
written in a CSV (comma-separated values) file.

Figure 2. Input files for MoleculeBuilder. (a) A CSV file
(molecule_input.csv) defining SMILES strings of repeating, left-cap,
and right-cap units. (b) Python script for building linear oligomers.
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It is supplied as a pandas Dataframe to Molecule-
Builder. Figure 2b shows an example of a python code
snippet required for this module. Here, df_smiles is a pandas
Dataframe whose two columns ID_col and SMILES_col refer
to identity name and SMILES of the repeating unit of a
polymer, respectively. Length is a python list of integers
determining the length of an oligomer. Inter_Mol_Dis stands
for the intermolecular distance between two molecules in
adjacent simulation boxes in x-, y-, and z-directions. NumConf
is an integer defining the number of output conformers for a
molecule. Loop is a python boolean, where True stands for
circular models, and otherwise, a linear chain model will be
generated. OutDir is the PATH of a directory to store output
files.
Models for three systems (M1, O1, and O2) were generated

by defining the length of oligomers and their forms (linear or
loop) in the code snippet shown in Figure 2b. To validate
models, they were compared with experiments, which were
found to be sufficiently accurate for use as the starting
geometry for high-level computations. For example, the
geometries of M1,48 O1 (curved structure),49 and O2 (helical
geometry)50 are close to experimental data, as illustrated in
Figure 3a. In fact, the ability of RDKit to generate
experimentally determined structures is extensively docu-
mented in ref 51. Users interested in getting the most stable
conformer or a pool of conformers for an individual molecule/
oligomer are encouraged to generate multiple conformers by
specifying NumConf as mentioned before, followed by
geometry optimization using high-level ab initio methods.
Additionally, ring-opening polymerization enthalpy (ΔH)

was computed for hundreds of systems starting from monomer
and loop oligomer models. Ring-opening polymerization is a
process during which a cationic or anionic terminal group of a
polymer chain opens a cyclic monomer and incorporates it into
the chain. ΔH is a thermodynamic parameter indicating how
easily the rings can be opened to initiate the polymerization.
Results from this newly developed scheme, which significantly

surpasses the current approach in correctly computing the ΔH
(against experimental data), will soon be published sepa-
rately.52

Performance Test. The performance of Molecule-
Builder was verified with 1000 distinct polymer SMILES
on one-core and multicore CPUs. It should be noted that, for
multicore processors, the system’s maximum supported cores
were utilized with a total of 1,000,000 attempts for the
conformer search, but for one core processor, just 10,000
attempts were considered to minimize the computational cost.
Figure 3b,c depicts the number of dimer models successfully
generated while preserving atomic connectivity information
encoded in SMILES strings. It shows that the success rates for
single-core and multicore processors are 97.2 and 98.5%,
respectively. According to Figure 3c, 93.5% of models
generated using multicore CPUs require less than 15 s to
execute, which includes oligomers >150 atoms. Notably,
conformer search is a tough and delicate task, especially for
large and branched oligomers, as it is required to examine a
wide search space due to the large number of rotatable bonds
and intramolecular conflicts caused by branches, resulting in a
high computing cost or even failure.

4.2. Infinite Polymer Chains. Description. The periodic
structure of a polymer represents an infinite chain that is used
as an input for ab initio simulation and for creating polymer
crystal structures. Building such a model is particularly
challenging, as no packages known to date can build them.
Here, we will provide several examples to build infinite chain
models.

Solution. Let us build infinite chain models of three well-
known polymers: polyethylene, polyvinyl chloride, and
polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF). The input SMILES strings
required for building them are provided in a CSV file, as shown
in Figure 4a.
ChainBuilder is called to predict polymer chain

structures (Figure 4b). Although most of the parameters are
predefined, users can tune them as necessary. Here, df_smiles is

Figure 3. Molecular structures generated using MoleculeBuilder and performance test. (a) Geometry of three representative molecules,
where carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen are shown in brown, light brown, cyan, and red colors, respectively. (b, c) Performance test for
generating dimer models from 1000 SMILES strings using single-core and multicore processors for individual molecules.
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a pandas Dataframe of input polymer SMILES strings, whose
two columns are specified by ID_col and SMILES_col,
respectively. The length of the oligomers and polymer chains
is given by a finite integer or n in Length, a python list. The
method defines the algorithm to be used; the simulated
annealing approach is preset and highly recommended. Steps
and substeps are, respectively, the number of outer and inner
loops of the simulated annealing algorithm; the former governs
the “cooling down” process of the system, while the latter
manages the trial moves away from the current position. With
an increase in the number of steps and substeps, the success
rate of getting polymer chains, as well as the quality of chains,
will improve but with a higher computational cost. A twisted
polymer backbone can be straightened by setting Intra-
ChainCorr = True with a cutoff for a sudden energy bump
defined by Tol_ChainCorr. ChainBuilder supports
parallel computation, and the number of cores can be defined
by NCores.

Generated chain models were validated by comparing them
with experimentally known structures. The polymer chain
models predicted of PE, PVC, and PVDF, shown in Figure 5,
are acceptable. In particular, the predicted chain structure of
PE is identical with the experimental data.53 Moreover, both
the isotactic and syndiotactic conformations of PVC54 were
obtained using PSP. In the case of PVDF,55−57 we always get a
β-phase chain out of five phases known (α, β, γ, δ, η), although
the α phase is readily accessible in experiment. The reason is
that, at the UFF level of energy computations, the chain
conformation of the β phase (EUFF = 48.5 kJ/mol) is
significantly more stable than that of the α phase (EUFF =
69.5 kJ/mol). Clearly, the capability of PSP is limited by UFF,
the classical potential used for the atomic structure
optimizations. We also note that the “correct” conformation
of a polymer may be a bulk property; i.e., it is determined not
only by the chain energy but also by the surrounding
environment in bulk polymers.6 Thus, by predicting a
“stand-alone” polymer chain structure, we have adopted an
approximation that may limit the accuracy of PSP.
Apart from comparing geometries, we used infinite chain

models to calculate the bandgap and charge injection barriers
for over 4000 polymers.58−61 As there is close agreement
between computed and experimental properties, infinite chain
models can be considered suitable for downstream ab initio
computations. All of these data are incorporated into the
Polymer Genome and Khazana, which are freely accessible to
the research community.

Performance Test. The performance of infinite polymer
chain generation was evaluated using a 1000 distinct polymer
SMILES data set and various methods implemented in
ChainBuilder using a single core per model. As seen in
Figure 5b, simple dimerization of two monomers results in a
success rate of 71.8%, which is significantly improved to 94.6%
for SA with stretching of the repeating unit (threshold = 150

Figure 4. Input files for ChainBuilder. (a) A CSV file (chain.csv)
defining SMILES strings of repeating units. (b) Python script for
building oligomers and infinite polymer chain structures.

Figure 5. Polymer chain models generated using ChainBuilder and performance test. (a) Chain structure of PE, PVC, and PVDF, where the
red box indicates the repeating unit. Polymer SMILES used as input for ChainBuilder are also provided. Carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, and
chlorine are shown in brown, light brown, cyan, and green colors, respectively. (b) Success rates for generating polymer chain models using
different methods implemented in ChainBuilder, including dimerization and simulated annealing without stretching (SA1), stretching with a
threshold of 50 kJ/mol (SA2), and stretching with a threshold of 150 kJ/mol (SA3). (c) Time required to generate each model from SMILES using
a single core.
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kJ/mol). Note that, in the dimerization process, we keep the
first monomer aligned along the z-axis and rotate the second
monomer around its z-axis in order to find a suitable
conformer for a dimer to which boundary conditions can be
applied. It is worth mentioning that models created with the
SA method have higher energetic stability and demand less
computing time for high-level calculations due to the reduced
number of atoms in a unit cell. The computational cost for
building an infinite chain model depends on many factors such
as (1) the number of atoms in a unit cell, (2) the number of
rotatable bonds, and (3) the number of steps in the inner and
outer loops for the SA method. The computational cost
required for each model for SA2 (steps = 100 and substeps =
20) is depicted in Figure 7c. As can be seen, 81.4% of samples
require <5 min, in which 57.9% require <1 min.
4.3. Crystal Structures. Description. The generation of

possible crystal structures is one of the most difficult challenges
in predicting crystal structures and computing their properties.
This tutorial shows how CrystalBuilder builds a pool of
candidate crystal models from individual polymer chains or
small molecules. Individual models can be generated using
MoleculeBuilder/ChainBuilder or provided sepa-
rately by the user. It is worth noting that input chain models
are expected to be aligned along their z-axis.
Solution. CrystalBuilder requires only an input of

the desired polymer chain in the POSCAR file format. In the
following example, we will build crystal models using the PVC
chain structure generated by ChainBuilder in the
previous tutorial and the code snippet depicted in Figure 6.

In the python script, chain_list refers to a list of input file
names, i.e., the name of the PVC chain model present in the
chains directory. Moreover, NSamples is, as mentioned in
section 2.3, the number of samples for each degree of freedom,
thus determining the maximum number of possible crystal
candidates, which is n3 for infinite polymer chains (Polymer =

True) and n8 for small molecules. InputRadius is the distance
between the z-axes of two chains, and it can be set to either
Auto or any desired value. If Auto is placed, Crystal-
Builder approximately calculates the smallest distance
suitable for all possible crystal models, considering x and y
coordinates of the input geometry and the minimum atomic
distance defined by MinAtomicDis. To avoid undesired
interaction between polymer chains, the interatomic distance
between any two atoms of two chains is about 2 Å and above.
A few snapshots of crystal models for syndiotactic PVC are
shown in Figure 7. These crystal models can be optimized
using UFF and downselected low-energy structures by
specifying Optimize = True and NumCandidate = N, where N
is an integer. NumCandidate indicates the number of
candidates to choose and is returned by PSP as an output.
Crystal candidates can be further studied using ab initio or MD
simulations. Using this approach, known crystal structures of
PE, PVC, PVDF, and three other linear polymers were
recovered,6 along with some other energetically competing
phases. In addition, bandgaps for 300 crystal structures were
computed and incorporated into Polymer Genome.

Performance Test. The creation of crystal models from
polymer chains is considerably fast. For example, using a
single-core CPU, it takes 0.91, 1.88, and 10.45 s to build 27,
125, and 1000 crystal models for PVC, respectively.
Optimizations of models are optional and incur a computa-
tional cost proportional to the number of atoms in a unit cell.

4.4. Amorphous Structures. Description. Constructing
an amorphous model for polymers/small molecules is not a
trivial task. It requires packing all of the molecules in a
simulation box while keeping enough intermolecular distance
to avoid unwanted interactions. This tutorial demonstrates
how AmorphousBuilder builds an amorphous model for
a polymer using the repeated unit SMILES.

Solution. To generate an amorphous structure, Amor-
phousBuilder requires information on molecules/
oligomers as well as the simulation box. All information
regarding molecules/oligomers to be included in an
amorphous model can be provided in a CSV file. In the
following example, we will build an amorphous model for the
PE system. In the simulation box, we included 100 PEs with a
chain length of 25 monomers for each, that can be defined in a
CSV file as depicted in Figure 8a.
The code snippet shown in Figure 8b is an example for

building an amorphous model. Here, input_df is a Pandas

Figure 6. Python script for building crystal models from a polymer
chain.

Figure 7. Examples of crystal models (top views) for syndiotactic PVC, in which one chain is rotated around its axis as well as with respect to the
other chain, keeping the latter one fixed. The periodic boundary conditions specified along the x- and y-directions are represented as a box. Carbon,
hydrogen, and chlorine are shown in brown, light brown, and green colors, respectively.
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Dataframe for defining molecules/oligomers in an amorphous
model, in which column names for identity name, SMILES,
length of an oligomer, the number of molecules, the number of
conformers, left-cap SMILES, right-cap SMILES, and shape of
oligomer chain (i.e., linear or loop) are specified by ID_col,
SMILES_col, Length, NumMole, NumConf, Lef tCap, RightCap,
and Loop, respectively. The density of the simulation box is
defined by density (g/cm3). tol_dis stands for the minimum
intermolecular distance in Å. box_type determines the shape of
the simulation box, where c and r denote cubic and rectangular
shape, respectively. OutDir indicates the PATH of the output
directory, and OutFile is the name of the output file generated
by AmorphousBuilder.
The amorphous model generated for the PE system is shown

in Figure 9a. To ensure PSP-generated amorphous models are
good enough for MD simulation, we computed the glass
transition temperature (Tg) for the PE system. First, the OPLS
force field parameters were obtained for individual molecules
using LigParGen14,38,39 and combined systematically using an
in-house script. Second, the system was equilibrated following
the 21-step equilibration procedure suggested by Abbott et
al.,62 allowing for efficient relaxation and compression of the
structure. Then, for each 20 K, the system was equilibrated for
1 ns using LAMMPS,25 and the variation of density with
respect to the temperature is depicted in Figure 9b. As can be
seen, the estimated Tg (241 K) is within the experimental Tg

range and is close to those computed using MD simulations in
recent studies.63,64

Performance Test. The overall time required to construct
an amorphous model depends on the computational costs
associated with building oligomers using Molecule-
Builder (section 4.1) and packing molecules by the
PACKMOL package.11 The PE model seen in Figure 9a,
containing 15,200 atoms, required 11.62 min. It is worth
noting that the computational costs for packing molecules
increases with an increase in the number of atoms and density
of the simulation box, as it is challenging to minimize the
objective function implemented in the PACKMOL package.
Each PSP builder supports a number of additional parameters

or keywords, which are detailed in the user manual. The
provided notebook contains a plethora of additional examples
for creating polymer models. Users are encouraged to go
through the documents for more detailed information.

5. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Although the current version of PSP addresses several issues and
is capable of building a hierarchy of polymer models using
SMILES strings, there are certain limitations. For example,
building models for highly branched and large oligomers using
the MoleculeBuilder module is still challenging due to
the large number of rotatable bonds and intramolecular
conflicts caused by branches. As a result, they require
additional computational time and occasionally fail to generate
an acceptable initial model. Additionally, Molecule-
Builder does not ensure that the conformational ensemble
contains all possible important conformers of a molecule or an
oligomer.

PSP currently supports homopolymers but not copoly-
mers65−69 such as (a) alternating copolymers, (b) block
copolymers, (c) random copolymers, and (d) gradient
copolymers. Polymers with a ladder-like structure70,71 and
polymer networks72,73 are also not included. These polymer
classes are in high demand and are used in a wide range of
applications. Furthermore, it would be beneficial to generate
input files that include parameters particular to various
computational packages, allowing direct execution of physics-
based simulations. Thus, we aim to keep developing the PSP

package in order to include all of these aspects in the future
edition.

Figure 8. Input files for AmorphousBuilder. (a) A CSV file
(input_amor.csv) defining SMILES strings of repeating units, length of
oligomers, number of oligomers to be included in the amorphous
model, etc. Users can add more molecules/oligomers to the
amorphous model by appending new raws to the list. (b) Python
script for building an amorphous model.

Figure 9. Glass transition temperature of the polyethylene (PE) system. (a) Amorphous model for 100 PEs with a chain length of 25 monomers
and (b) variations of density with respect to the temperature. For each 20 K, the system was equilibrated for 1 ns.
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6. SUMMARY

We have developed and released a python toolkit named
polymer structure predictor (PSP) for predicting a hierarchy of
atomic polymer models, i.e., oligomers, polymer chains, crystal
structures, and amorphous models, starting from a SMILES
string of the polymer repeating unit. GAFF2 and OPLS-AA
parameter files for downstream LAMMPS MD simulations and
structure files for downstream ab initio calculations are also
provided. The flexibility to define parameters allows for the
construction of desired models at a reasonable computational
cost. The toolkit may easily be integrated in automated
software pipelines. The performance of this package is tested
by comparing models with the known experimental data for
several polymers. With the help of PSP, databases of bandgaps
and charge injection barriers for several thousands of polymers
were created, which are provided in Khazana (https://khazana.
gatech.edu) and contributed to the freely accessible Polymer
Genome platform (www.polymergenome.org) designed for the
near-instantaneous prediction of a variety of polymer proper-
ties. The PSP package includes a Colab notebook, providing a
set of self-contained instructions for installation and examples
for building polymer models, which can be visualized and
downloaded for later use.
The PSP package provides an automated platform to generate

3D models of polymers, a starting point for in silico
simulations. This functionality is not only essential for
establishing an autonomous polymer discovery platform like
CAMD but also essential for the majority of atomic-level polymer
simulations. For experimental polymer scientists, PSP could be
useful for making simple visual models of polymers without
requiring specialized computational infrastructures. In the
context of the emerging polymer informatics ecosystem, this
toolkit will substantially reduce efforts to develop extensive
databases of computed polymer properties. PSP is expected to
be beneficial for a wide number of academic and industrial
research activities, enabling automation in polymer simulation
and computational data generation.
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